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Abstract: Learning with asynchronous curricula usually lacks prompt helps from instructors, e.g.

this research aims at implementing a collaborative creation environment, in which pupils can provide

their authentic examples from real world as the supplements for learning concepts. Consequently, the

authentic examples not only help pupils to understand an abstract concept by an instance manner but

also enrich asynchronous curricula.
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1. Introduction

asynchronous learning contents. An authentic example is composed of an instance of the real world

and location information, where this instance is used to describe an abstract concept and the location

information is associated with a timestamp for indicating where and when the instance happened.

Both objectivism and constructivism researchers believe that examples can be applied to

education to assist in learning [1][3].  Kuo et al [2] thought that pupils will do rehearsal, elaboration,

on e-learning is that reading is not the only thing what pupils can do when learning, they can also

according to the location information to feel, experience, and learning the authentic example.

Hereinafter an example has been raised for describing how to generate authentic examples

and how an authentic example works. Suppose a pupil saw many people line up in front of a

ticket window, and that lets the pupil recall the queue concept, which s/he learnt from the online

data structure course. The pupil then used his/her video camera, which has been built in his/her

cellular phone to record the scene as video. At the same time, the cellular phone extracted the

GPS (Global Positioning System) data as the location information from the built GPS receiver,

and then associated the location information and current timestamp with the video as an authentic

example. The authentic example can then be uploaded to LMS (Learning Management System)

as a supplement of the queue concept. Additionally, the pupil can write a short description to the

authentic example for clearing the relationship between the authentic example and the queue

concept. Finally, other pupils who do not understand the queue concept can through the authentic

example to try to understand the abstract concept.

2. Problems and approaches

tracking of pupils’ learning status. It results in that instructors cannot furnish pupils with prompt

and appropriate supports. In such a kind of learning environment, pupils have to seek additional



and not well organized.

To solve the aforementioned problem, this research intends to adopt the authentic examples

as supplements for regular online courses. Based on this objective, a ubiquitous collaborative

creation environment has been implemented for creating authentic examples. As shown in Figure

1, our system architecture consists of a collaborative creation platform (as shown in middle and

rightmost of Figure 2) and many pupils, whose cellular phones are installed the Learner Agent

software (as shown in leftmost of Figure 2) to assist pupils with creating authentic examples. By

the help from the Learner Agent, pupils can create and share their authentic examples without

redundant interactions with their cellular phones.

Consequently, based on aforementioned settings, the real world can be seen as an index of

a huge volume of book, the life experiences from pupils are used to enrich the book, and all pupils

play both teacher and student roles in the u-learning environment.

Figure 1. System architecture. Figure 2. System snapshots.

3. W ork in progress

W ith regard to the working progress, the prototype of the ubiquitous collaborative creation

(e.g. Moodle) and the collaborative creation environment. After all preparations are done, this

system will be conducted in the Athabasca University for real testing. Finally, the portion results of

this research have been presented and published in IADIS e-Learning 2008 international conference

[2].
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